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WINDING SYSTEMS
ONTEC fabric winder type E is a winding system for knitted fabrics,
scrims and woven fabrics with a high tensile strength.
Most varied materials can be processed. In
the basic version, this type of fabric winder is
equipped with a central servo drive for both
winding rollers. The driving torque can be programmed dependent on the running length
of the fabric roll. The drive concept is suitable

for fabrics, which are insensitive to tensile force.
Fabric winder type E works in ascending batch
winding mode with weight-loaded pressure roller.

TECHNICAL DATA
Winding speed

Max. 15 m/min

Diameter of fabric roll

Max. 1200 mm

Working width

50“ -245“ (1270 - 6300 mm)

ADVANTAGES
Easy operation via user-friendly touch screen and
graphic display
Economical and efficient solution for standard
fabrics
Very high and always reproducible winding quality
High winding hardness
High selvedge accuracy
No compressed air connection necessary
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OPTIONS
1. Ejector
At the push of a button, the motor driven ejector is rolling forward fabric rolls of all sizes and weights by swiveling
the rear support roller. This enables a comfortable takeout of the fabric rolls, even with highest weight.

ADVANTAGES
Safe operation
Operable by one single person
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2. Transversal cutter
Transversal cutting unit driven by an electric motor for fast cutting of the fabric.
Suitable only for winding direction face in.

ADVANTAGES
For very light, up to very heavy fabrics (glass up to 2,5 kg/m2)
Clean, rectangular cut
Reduction of the time required for changing the fabric roll

3. Traverse motion device
For lateral placing of the fabric with distinct longitudinal structure.
This produces especially tight and compact fabric rolls.

ADVANTAGES
Traverse motion speed steplessly electrically adjustable
Traverse motion stroke steplessly adjustable from 0 - 150 mm

4. Edge control
5. Roller drive for sensitive adjustment of the fabric tension in the winder
6. Speed coupling to the upstream machine
7. Measuring roller for regulating the fabric tension between the upstream system and the winder
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FABRIC WINDER M

ONTEC fabric winder type M is a multifunctional
winding system for multiaxial scrims of glass,
carbon or aramid fibres.
Woven and warp knitted fabrics of various
materials can be processed. Very light and distortion-sensitive fabrics as well as extremely
heavy pillar thread fabrics can be wound (e.g. up
to several kg/m² surface weight) The basis for
this universal applicability are individual drives

on all winding rollers as well as a centre drive
with loading and unloading possibility.
All drive axes can freely be interconnected. The
coupling of the axes can be effected dependent
on the speed as well as on the torque. Operation
modes from mere ascending batch winding
operation up to mere centre drive, as well as the
combination of both, are possible.

Based on the possibility of loading and unloading of the winding axis or pressure roller,
the following operation modes are possible:
Ascending batch winding operation with controlled pressure roller
Centre operation with controlled pressing force via centre shaft
Combination of the ascending batch winder and centre winder

ADVANTAGES
Individual drive of all rollers with servo motors
Freely programmable dependencies of the drive axes among each other
All winding parameters programmable dependent on the fabric length
Processing of very light weight fabric is possible
Very high and always reproducible winding quality
High roll hardness
High selvedge accuracy
User-friendly touch screen
Recipe management for exact reproducibility of winding quality

Fabric Winder M - Winding systems - Technical Textile Solutions
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TECHNICAL DATA
Standard working width

50“ - 152“ (1 270 mm - 3 900 mm) Further widths on request

Winding speed

Max. 8 m/min

Diameter of fabric roll

Max. 1200 mm

Tensile force at the fabric

Max. 6000 N

Weight

5000 kg (at 102“)

Connection values

6

Current

400 V, 3 phases, 50 Hz/60 Hz

Air pressure

6 bar
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FABRIC WINDER M LIGHT

The ONTEC fabric winder type M light is a multifunctional winder system for technical textiles.
Woven and knitted fabrics as well as scrims of carbon, glass, aramid and PES etc. can be processed.
Very light as well as distortion-sensitive fabrics, but also high-tensile textile fabrics can be
handled. The basis for this universal applicability are individual drives on all winding
rollers as well as a centre drive with loading

and unloading possibility.
Functional interaction of all drive axes is freely
programmable. Coupling of the axes can be
effected dependent on the revolution, but also
on the torque. Operation modes from mere
ascending batch winding up to mere centre
drive, as well as the combination of both, are
possible.

Based on the possibility of loading and unloading of the winding axis or pressure roller,
the following operation modes are possible:
Ascending batch winding operation with
Controlled pressure roller
Centre operation with controlled pressing force via centre shaft
Combination of the ascending batch winding and centre winder

ADVANTAGES
Individual drive of all rollers with servomotors
Programmable functional connections of the drive axes
All winding parameters programmable dependent on the fabric length
Processing of very light, distortion- sensitive fabrics,
up to high-tensile fabrics is possible
Very high and always reproducible winding quality
High roll hardness
High selvedge accuracy
User-friendly touch screen
Recipe management for exact reproducibility of winding quality

Fabric Winder M Light - Winding systems - Technical Textile Solutions
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TECHNICAL DATA
Standard working width

50“ - 152“ (1270 mm - 3900 mm) Further widths on request

Winding speed

Standard up to 8 m/min optionaly up to 16 m/min

Diameter of fabric roll

Standard up to 1200 mm optionaly up to 1400 mm

Tensile force at the fabric

Max. 4000 N

Weight

3600 kg (at 102“)

Connection values

8

Current

400 V, 3 Phases, 50 Hz/60 Hz

Air pressure

6 bar
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FABRIC WINDER M LIGHT - OPTIONS

1. Ejector
At the push of a button, the motor driven ejector is rolling forward fabric rolls of all sizes and
weights by swiveling the rear support roller. This enables a comfortable take-out of the
fabric rolls, even with highest weight.

ADVANTAGES
Suitable for all winding directions (face out and face in)
Safe operation
Operable by one person

2. Transversal cutter
Transversal cutting device with electric motor for quick cutting of the fabric.
Suitable only for fabric roll direction face in.

ADVANTAGES
For all types of fabrics, from very light up to very heavy fabric
(glass up to 2,5 kg/m2)
Clean, rectangular cut
Reduction of time required for changing of fabric roll

Fabric Winder M Light - Winding systems - Technical Textile Solutions
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3. Traverse motion device
For lateral placing of the fabric with distinct longitudinal structure. This enables an especially tight
and compact fabric rolls.

ADVANTAGES
Traverse motion speed steplessly electronically adjustable
Traverse motion stroke steplessly adjustable from 0 - 150 mm
Suitable for all materials

Control by PLC, stroke length, dwell time and number of offsets can be set. Adjustment of lateral motion
is effected in relation to roll diameter. Recipe management for exact reproducibility of winding quality.

4. Air conditioning for switch cabinet
The air conditioning for the switch cabinet is required when the surrounding temperature exceeds
30°C. In addition, when the fabric winder is located in a room in which carbon is processed or the
fabric winder is used for processing carbon, an air conditioning must be installed.

5. Carbon protection
The carbon protection prevents the ingress of carbon fibres and dust. The system guarantees an
especially high protection for the electronics.
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OPTIONS FOR ALL WINDERS

FABRIC TABLES IN DIFFERENT VERSIONS
Moveable fabric table
The moveable fabric table enables the access to
the fabric winding area. This allows a quick removal of the finished fabric roll from the fabric
winder and fast feeding of the next fabric roll.

This increases the productivity of the complete
line. A combination with the transversal cutter
is recommended.

Moveable fabric table with driven rollers
for packing the fabric roll
The moveable fabric table enables the access to
the fabric winding area. This allows a quick removal of the ready fabric roll from the winding
system. Due to the driven rollers the fabric roll

can be turned. A flat film roll integrated below in
the frame delivers the film for packing the fabric
roll. A combination with the transversal cutter is
recommended.

Fixed fabric table
The fixed fabric table serves as fabric panel
support when using the transversal cutter. It is

necessary when a moveable fabric table is not
desired.

Take-up frame for expandable shaft
The take-up frame for the expansion shaft simplifies the horizontal removal of the expansion
shaft from the finished fabric roll. The expan-

sion shaft can thus be inserted directly into the
bobbins placed on the creel.

Pneumatic expansion shaft on request.

Options for all winders - Winding systems - Technical Textile Solutions
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FABRIC WINDER W

ONTEC fabric winder type W is a winding system
for warp knitted and woven fabrics. Various
materials can be processed. This type of fabric
winder has a central drive on both winding
rollers, enabling a constant tensile force:
The tensile force is steadily controlled by an
integrated sensor.

ADVANTAGES
Easy operation
Economical and efficient solution for standard fabrics
Very high and always reproducible winding quality
High selvedge accuracy
No compressed air connection necessary
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TECHNICAL DATA
Drive capacity

0,75 kW

Working width

50“ - 170“ (1250 - 4300 mm)

Size (FB = Fabric width)

W x H x L: FB + 900 mm x 2730 mm x 1030 mm

Diameter of fabric roll

1200 mm

Winding Speed

Max. 3,5 m/min

Connection values
Current

400 V, 3 Phasen, 50 Hz/60 Hz

OPTIONS
Traverse motion device
For lateral placing of the fabric with distinct longitudinal structure.
This enables an especially tight and compact fabric roll.

ADVANTAGES
Traverse motion speed steplessly electrically adjustable
Traverse motion stroke steplessly adjustable from 0 - 200 mm

Fabric Winder W - Winding systems - Technical Textile Solutions 13
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FABRIC WINDER Z

The fabric winder Z is a centre winder with servo
drive for the winding of woven and warp knitted
fabrics as well as scrims. The speed is synchronized to the pre-located production machine.
A web tension sensor assures a constant tension
between the production machine and the fabric

winder. The brake roller rests with steplessly
adjustable contact pressure on the fabric roll.
Based on the removable expansion shaft an
easy handling of the fabric rolls is possible.
The tensile force, torque value and contact
pressure are programmable, depending on the
winding length.

OPTIONS
Traverse motion device with electric motor
Pneumatic expansion shafts

ADVANTAGES
Individual programming of the contact pressure of the brake roller
as well as the braking torque, depending on the winding length
Fabric-protective processing, avoiding steep deflection,
through usage of large dimensioned rollers
Easy handling due to automatic adaption of the winding speed
to the pre-located textile machine
Continuous low fabric tension due to integrated power sensor
Very tight fabric roll due to pneumatically pressed support roller
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TECHNICAL DATA
Working width

50“ - 160“ (1270 - 4070 mm)

Winding speed

Max. 5 m/min

Diameter of fabric roll

Max. 1200 mm

Torque at the expansion shaft

1100 Nm or 2100 Nm

Other executions on request.

Fabric Winder Z - Winding systems - Technical Textile Solutions 15
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ONTEC Automation GmbH
Kalkofen 10
95119 Naila
Germany
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